To Accomplish the Most Good: Booker T. Washington’s Education

Full Lesson Plan

COMPELLING QUESTION

How did Booker T. Washington's diligence help him to achieve his goal of getting an education?

VIRTUE

Diligence

DEFINITION

Diligence is intrinsic energy for completing good work.

LESSON OVERVIEW

In this lesson, students will read about and discuss how Booker T. Washington remained diligent about obtaining an education. They will draft an illustrated “map” of Booker T. Washington’s journey toward an education, and they will discuss how they can be diligent in their own lives.

OBJECTIVES

- Identify and discuss the circumstances that made it difficult for Washington to achieve his goals
- Analyze and discuss the character traits that enabled Washington to overcome the obstacles that he encountered
- Create a map that demonstrates an understanding of the relationship between Washington’s diligence, his accomplishment of his goals, and his contribution toward his own freedom and that of others
- Students will compare themselves and their individual circumstances to Washington and his circumstances
- Students will evaluate their own degree of diligence and the ways that they can apply this character trait more deliberately in their own lives
**BACKGROUND**

Booker Taliaferro Washington was born into slavery in 1856 on a Virginia farm and was five years old when the Civil War began. In his lifetime he experienced slavery, emancipation, and a massive movement among former slaves, to acquire a formal education. After encountering countless hardships and potential impediments to his goal of formal schooling, he graduated from the Hampton Institute in Virginia. Washington also attended seminary, later founded the Tuskegee Institute, and helped to establish numerous other schools for African-American students. His legacy is one of responsibility, hard work, and the value of an education. He is an example of the lasting impact a person can have who works diligently toward clear goals and contributes meaningfully to society.

**VOCABULARY**

- Impediments
- Decipher
- Tenaciously
- Undaunted
- Emancipation Proclamation
- Resourcefulness
- Plantation
- Compulsion
- Fastidiousness
INTRODUCE TEXT

Have students read the background and narrative, keeping the Compelling Question in mind as they read. Then have them answer the remaining questions below.

WALK-IN-THE-SHOES QUESTIONS

• As you read, imagine you are the protagonist.
  • What challenges are you facing?
  • What fears or concerns might you have?
  • What may prevent you from acting in the way you ought?

OBSERVATION QUESTIONS

• How did Washington’s beliefs about himself influence his diligent pursuit of an education? How did both lead him to contribute to his community?
• How is struggle related to confidence? How did Booker T. Washington’s struggle and his race relate to his identity and his purpose?
• How did Washington’s identity affect his actions?

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

Discuss the following questions with your students.

• What is the historical context of the narrative?
• What historical circumstances presented a challenge to the protagonist?
• How and why did the individual exhibit a moral and/or civic virtue in facing and overcoming the challenge?
• How did the exercise of the virtue benefit civil society?
• How might exercise of the virtue benefit the protagonist?
• What might the exercise of the virtue cost the protagonist?
• Would you react the same under similar circumstances? Why or why not?
• How can you act similarly in your own life? What obstacles must you overcome in order to do so?

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

• Up from Slavery, by Booker T. Washington (1901) http://www-docsouth.unc.edu/fpn/washington/washing.html
• Character Building, by Booker T. Washington
• “Lifting the Veil of Ignorance” statue, by Charles Keck
• Atlanta Cotton States Exposition Address, Booker T. Washington (1895) http://historymatters.gmu.edu/d/39/
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Handout A: Narrative

BACKGROUND

Booker Taliaferro Washington was born into slavery in 1856 on a Virginia farm and was five years old when the Civil War began. In his lifetime he experienced slavery, emancipation, and a massive movement among former slaves, to acquire a formal education. After encountering countless hardships and potential impediments to his goal of formal schooling, he graduated from the Hampton Institute in Virginia.

Washington also attended seminary, later founded the Tuskegee Institute, and helped to establish numerous other schools for African-American students. His legacy is one of responsibility, hard work, and the value of an education. He is an example of the lasting impact a person can have who works diligently toward clear goals and contributes meaningfully to society.

NARRATIVE

In the fall of 1865, when he was nine years old, Booker met a stranger who arrived at the farm where he lived. An officer of some sort, the man gave a short speech and read a large paper. Booker later understood the paper to have been the Emancipation Proclamation. “For some minutes,” he recalled, “there was rejoicing, and thanksgiving.” Then, the atmosphere changed as the older slaves absorbed “the great responsibility of being free, of having charge of themselves.” Young Booker was perceptive and, throughout his life, his careful observations and resourcefulness fed his diligent pursuit of goals, the most significant of which was his powerful desire for an education.

Booker’s stepfather lived in West Virginia and rarely saw his family, but with freedom now declared, he sent for them. They had never before ventured far from the plantation, so this was an enormous undertaking. After several weeks of traveling, they arrived in the little town of Malden, West Virginia. Salt mining was a major industry there, and Booker and his brother John were put to work in a salt-furnace, where they often began their workday at 4 o’clock in the morning. In these dark and difficult conditions, Booker seized any opportunity to learn to read and write and began what he called his “book knowledge” right in that salt-furnace. Since each salt-packer had to mark his barrels with a certain number, Booker learned to recognize the number put on his barrels: “18.” He did not yet know other figures, but he had cleverly found a method for beginning to decipher them. It was a compulsion. “I had an intense longing to learn to read,” he wrote. “I determined, when quite a small child, that if I accomplished nothing else in life, I would in some way get enough education to enable me to read common books and newspapers.”
Once they had settled into their new home, Booker convinced his mother to get a book for him—a spelling book. He recalled that she had “good hard common sense which seemed to enable her to meet and master every situation” and he believed he acquired that disposition from her. She was as dedicated to his education as Booker was. Within a few weeks, with her encouragement, he had mastered much of the alphabet. Others in his community talked about opening a school “for Negro children,” affirming the young boy’s desire for more “book learning.” Washington later wrote:

The experience of a whole race beginning to go to school for the first time, presents one of the most interesting studies that has ever occurred in connection with the development of any race. Few people who were not right in the midst of the scenes can form any exact idea of the intense desire which the people of my race showed for an education… it was a whole race trying to go to school. Few were too young, and none too old, to make the attempt to learn… The great ambition of the older people was to try to learn to read the Bible before they died… Day-school, night-school, Sunday-school, were always crowded, and often many had to be turned away for want of room.

When a school did open, it brought not joy, but sharp disappointment. Due to his family’s financial situation, Booker was required to continue working in the salt-furnace rather than join the children he saw going to and from school each day. In spite of his distress, he resolved to somehow still learn and worked with his spelling book even more energetically, whenever he could. With his mother’s help, Washington kept tenaciously at his pursuit. He arranged for a teacher to give him lessons at night after he had completed his day’s work. His gratitude for those lessons was so great that he learned more in his night lessons than the other children did during the day. Still, he had his heart set on attending day school. He continued to push his case and finally was allowed, for a few months, to attend school during the day. He would wake early in the morning to work in the furnace until 9 o’clock, and then—after school closed in the afternoon—return immediately to work for two more hours.

However, Washington’s days at school, so long desired, were short-lived. He soon had to stop attending day-school in order to devote all of his daytime hours to work. Undaunted, he walked several miles after work to attend night school. He never gave up. “There was never a time in my youth,” he wrote, “no matter how dark and discouraging the days might be, when one resolve did not continually remain with me, and that was a determination to secure an education at any cost.”

The need to earn money for his family continued. Eventually, he left the salt-furnace for a job in a coal mine, a difficult and dangerous job. He still imagined what life might be if no limits were placed on his hopes for an education. One day, he overheard two miners discussing a school for members of his race, located somewhere in Virginia, that would allow students who were poor but hardworking to work for part of the cost. The school was the Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute. He had no idea how far he must travel to get there, but he set his sights on it. He was “on fire constantly with one ambition, and that was to go to Hampton.”

After a few months, Washington left the coal mine to work in the home of the owner of the mine and the salt-furnace, General Lewis Ruffner. He had heard that Mrs. Viola Ruffner was a
strict employer, but accepted the position in spite of his fears. Taking the time to understand Mrs. Ruffner, he found himself acquiring her exacting standards. The lessons Washington learned by working in her home became an invaluable part of his education, and he carried those high standards throughout his life. He also came to see Mrs. Ruffner as a dear friend. She encouraged his education, providing him with time to go to school. During this time, he also began assembling his first library. He knocked one side out of a wooden box, added some shelves and, as he later wrote, “began putting into it every kind of book that I could get my hands upon, and called it my ‘library.’”

All this took place by the time Washington was 16 years old. Then, in 1872, he finally set off for Hampton, still unsure of its exact location and without money for clothes or travel. Eventually, via stage-coach, walking, and begging rides in wagons, he reached Richmond, Virginia. Out of money, he slept underneath the sidewalk and got himself a job on a large ship during the day. The ship’s captain, pleased with his work, kept Washington on. This earned him enough money to eat and a bit of savings. When he thought he had enough money to finish the journey, Booker thanked the captain for having hired him and left, reaching Hampton with, as he described it, “a surplus of exactly fifty cents with which to begin my education.”

Upon arrival, he presented himself to the head teacher for enrollment. He had not had a proper bath or a change of clothes in days, but she gave him an opportunity, asking him to sweep a room. It was a test. The fastidiousness he had learned from Mrs. Ruffner that had impressed the ship captain in Richmond, also impressed her. She offered him a spot at the school as well as a position as a janitor, which enabled him to pay for his education. While at Hampton, he worked hard at both schoolwork and janitorial duties. He had no books, so he borrowed from others. He had only one change of clothes, yet applied himself to his work so earnestly that the faculty found him secondhand clothing. He had never slept in a bed with two sheets, so he watched others to learn how to lie on top of one and beneath the other. He enjoyed being surrounded by hundreds of others who shared his eagerness to learn. “Every hour,” he wrote, “was occupied in study or work. Nearly all had had enough contact with the world to teach them the need of education.”

Booker T. Washington’s initial goal was to get to Hampton, but his achievements extended well beyond. Grateful for his own education, he helped establish a number of schools for African-American students throughout the South and worked tirelessly for others. “I resolved,” he wrote, “to let no obstacle prevent me from putting forth the highest effort to fit myself to accomplish the most good in the world.”